Youth Leadership Candler Class Project
On Friday, Dec. 19, members of the 2015 Class of Youth Leadership Candler used a school holiday to spread holiday cheer. During a previous session, the students visited underprivileged areas in their community and envisioned a project to help in a small way. Youth and community volunteers packed bags with apples, oranges, peanuts, crackers, candy canes, and cans of tuna and distributed them from atop fire engines.

121/129 Connector Presentations
College of Engineering Students from both Civil and Environmental disciplines presented designs for two potential connector routes on Monday, Dec. 15. Work completed to date identifies barriers to development and solutions for best land use, identification of utilities on-site versus utilities necessary for commercial development, compilation of traffic flow numbers for both state highways and for traffic passing along Interstate 16. Concurrently, students from the Terry College of Business presented commercial chain recommendations in four business sectors. The Engineering students will use these recommendations in development designs. The second phase of this project will include a full roadway design along the preferred route, full utility plan, storm water management design, and construction cost analysis.